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How To Upgrade And Repair Your Personal Computer is all about the repair and upgrading of
your PC without having to incur the expense of a repair shop.PC repair in a shop is expensive,
usually around $90 per hour plus parts, if any. Most of the problems incurred in your use of the
PC can be handled using the simple techniques I offer here with no cost other than your
time.Upgrades are the same. One prominent big box store (I worked at this one for 2 years.)
charges $50 labor to add memory to a system. This is at best a 10 minute chore requiring only a
screwdriver, and in many many machines not even that.The tips are easy to understand and to
carry out. Advice about what repairs should be attempted and when you should consider buying
a new computer.

From the Inside FlapDiscover the coolest features of your iPhone® smartphoneIt seems like
new iPhones are arriving at the speed of light! iPhone For Dummies is here to keep you up to
date on all the latest iPhone changes and enhancements. With updates covering iPhone 13
models and iOS 15, this book has the help you need whether you’re hanging on to your older
iPhone model or grabbing a new one off the shelf. Dig in to discover how to sync files to iCloud,
shoot and share photos and video, get your email through the Mail app, or troubleshoot common
problems. Get ready to unleash the power of your iPhone - one app at a time!Inside…Set up
your phone from scratchKeep you and your phone secureShoot videos and take picturesListen
to music and watch moviesDownload the most popular appsCustomize your privacy
settingsBypass the keyboard and talk to SiriLog into the cloud and save your data--This text
refers to the paperback edition.From the Back CoverDiscover the coolest features of your
iPhone® smartphoneIt seems like new iPhones are arriving at the speed of light! iPhone For
Dummies is here to keep you up to date on all the latest iPhone changes and enhancements.
With updates covering iPhone 13 models and iOS 15, this book has the help you need whether
you’re hanging on to your older iPhone model or grabbing a new one off the shelf. Dig in to
discover how to sync files to iCloud, shoot and share photos and video, get your email through
the Mail app, or troubleshoot common problems. Get ready to unleash the power of your iPhone
- one app at a time!Inside…Set up your phone from scratchKeep you and your phone
secureShoot videos and take picturesListen to music and watch moviesDownload the most
popular appsCustomize your privacy settingsBypass the keyboard and talk to SiriLog into the
cloud and save your data--This text refers to the paperback edition.About the AuthorEdward C.
Baig is the former Personal Technology columnist at USA Today and current contributing writer
at AARP. He makes frequent appearances on TV, radio, and podcasts and is the author of Macs
For Dummies.Bob “Dr. Mac” LeVitus has written or cowritten over 90 popular computer books,
including macOS Monterey For Dummies and GarageBand For Dummies. He has also written
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paperback edition.Read more
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Introduction To PC Repair and UpgradesIntroduction To PC Repair and Upgrades I call myself
The Elderly Geek. The reason... I am 78 years of age and I am a geek. I was an electronics
technician in the US Navy. There was no such thing as a computer in those days. I worked on
radar, IFF, radio transmitters and receivers. After my discharge, I went to work for IBM in 1957
on their SAGE contract with the USAF. I then moved to Houston, TX, married a Texas girl and
worked on the IBM 1401 and 1410. I moved to Dallas as an instructor and then was promoted to
the field manager position in Customer Engineering, managing those that repair computers in
the Indianapolis branch office. I then spent 8 years as Site Manager on the IBM FAA contract
finishing up my career as a Systems Engineering manager in Rockville, MD. I bought my first PC
in 1981, the year IBM introduced it. In those days a PC was going for $3500+. I have always
done my own computer work and I am the technical support for our rather large family. What can
I say? I love computers. In the economy of today, most people have to watch their day to day
spending. Most households will have at least one personal computer and or notebook
computer. Malfunctions will occur in any device that is either electrical or mechanical. This
adage hold true for the Personal Computer (PC). Problems always seem to pop up at the most
inopportune time... during preparation of a paper or review for a school project, or a report that is
due tomorrow. PC repair can be an expensive proposition and will usually take at least 3 days if
you take the machine to a repair center. Fortunately, most problems that occur on your PC can
be resolved simply and quickly, if you know the techniques. In this ebook, I will show you how to
easily resolve most problems encountered in the day to day usage of your computer. The
solutions I offer are based on my personal experiences. I worked for and retired from IBM for
nearly 40 years. I repaired and worked on computers since 1957! I bought my first PC in 1981
when IBM launched its first PC. I have always done my own repair and am the technical support
for my rather large family. I did consultant work with Gateway Computers also. Incidentally, I
have built my own computer, but that is a subject for another day and ebook. I hope you enjoy



and can benefit from this summary of common repairs to the personal computer. Tip!! Any piece
of software I recommend here, I use or have used. Any website listed, I have been there. Also, I
have viewed all of the YouTube videos to which I have placed links.

DefinitionsAs with any subject, especially one of a technological nature terminology can be
unfamiliar and at times challenging. These definitions will be the ones most frequently
encountered. People who have been around these machines for a while tend to get to know the
most common words, but even after 40+ years I still find the odd one that I have never heard
before. Access Point A device that performs same function as a router and allowsMultiple PCs
to connect to a cable modem or telephone modem. Active-Matrix A type of laptop screen with
high resolution and increased viewing angle.Adapter A circuit card in a PC that controls various
devices, relieving the processor (CPU) of some of its load. AGP Accelerated graphics
processor ATA Advanced technology attachment… Circuitry attaching a hard drive to the
CPU. Blu-ray At this time, the latest technology for DVD. Boot Disk A disk that allows your
computer to boot (Start up) when you have a hard drive failure. Cable Modem An electronic
device provided by the cable company that decodes the internet signal from the cable company
to code that it can use. Card Reader Reads memory cards (flash memory.) CD Compact
disk CD-R A CD that cannot be rewritten after creation. CD-ROM Compact disk that is read
only ie read only memory CD-RW Compact Disk that can be written to many times, such as
adding files to the data after creation. Chip Common term used for the various transistor
components in a personal computer. Most commonly used to refer to the CPU or main
processor. Chipset A grouping of chips. Clone An exact copy of something. Originally, IBM
clone. PCs following the original IBM personal computers were called IBM clones. Compact
Flash A type of memory card used to store data or photos. Most the original digital cameras
used compact flash cards. Component An electrical element or part such as a
transistor. Computer A unit that processes and manipulates data. Controller Card An add on
card that controls a device such as a printer. CPU Central processing unit. Does all of the work.
It can be compared to the engine of a car. It gets things done. CRT Cathode ray tube Old
technology, AKA picture tube. Degauss Demagnetize Desktop Computer The most common
type of personal computer. DIMM A type of memory or RAM. Disk Drive More commonly, the
hard drive or it can be CD drive also. DRAM Another type of memory for a PC. DSL A type of
phone line to connect to the internet by the telephone company. It is faster than a voice line but
maybe 1/10 as fast as high speed internet. Most commonly seen where the cable company
does not offer service.
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Phillip in DC, “Saving money on your computer investments. I just googled a statistic that said
that there are computers in almost 90% of U.S. households, another stat said that 2/3 of
American families own one. Those numbers will only continue to grow. But when those millions
of people are faced with the prospect of computer problems, the vast majority are baffled. Most
either go the Geek Squads, or the nerd patrols, or just buy a new computer. Whatever the
solution, you can bet that hundreds of dollars will be spent, if not thousands by each computer
owner. What this e-book, "How To Upgrade And Repair Your Personal Computer" points out is
that in many cases, you don't need take out a second loan on your house to fix/replace your
computer, you just need Mr. Blackmon's help through this e-book and you can fix it yourself. The
book, written in language that everyone can understand is also helpful when there are problems
that go beyond what the average person should attempt. So you end up knowing what you can
fix, and what is truly better left for the experts. Rick Blackmon has had a lifetime of experience in
working with computers, and working with the public, and he knows how to write in terms that
the computer novice can understand. If you're a PC computer owner, you know how much you
can lay out in expenses for computer related gadgets, software, hardware, repair and
replacements. The $3.00 you spend for this e-book can make that investment go a lot further.”

Kat, “Easy To Understand Book For Computer Repair. Finally, a book outlining troubleshooting
and computer repair that even I can understand. I have watched my husband build computers
over the years, but since he takes care of maintaining our computers, that was something I never
paid much attention to. That was when I started looking for a book that would lay everything out
so that a layman could understand. I realized that I needed a "cheatsheet" and this is an
excellent one. As I read this book, I remembered watching my husband take mostly the same
steps to fix a particular problem. Now, if I have a problem and my hubby isn't home, I can fix it
myself. Thank you Mr. Blackmon!”

Wendell B. Koger, “Great start in computer repair. Good basic manual.”

JerryJ, “Perfect for technically challenged!. This book is perfect for the person who is technically
challenged. He has made getting your PC fixed a lot easier. His instructions are clear and easy
to follow. Why spend the money to get your computer fixed when you can do it yourself and save
the money”

John J Dolan, “Study carefully. Well written”

dlabutte, “Five Stars. A must read for DIY enthusiasts.”

The book by Rick Blackmon has a rating of  5 out of 3.1. 23 people have provided feedback.
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